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PAPER
Path Coloring on Binary Caterpillars∗
Hiroaki TAKAI†, Student Member, Takashi KANATANI†, ,
and Akira MATSUBAYASHI††, Regular Member
SUMMARY The path coloring problem is to assign the min-
imum number of colors to a given set P of directed paths on a
given symmetric digraph D so that no two paths sharing an arc
have the same color. The problem has applications to efficient
assignment of wavelengths to communications on WDM optical
networks. In this paper, we show that the path coloring problem
is NP-hard even if the underlying graph of D is restricted to a
binary caterpillar. Moreover, we give a polynomial time algo-
rithm which constructs, given a binary caterpillar G and a set P
of directed paths on the symmetric digraph associated with G,
a path coloring of P with at most d 8
5
Le colors, where L is the
maximum number of paths sharing an edge. Furthermore, we
show that no local greedy path coloring algorithm on caterpillars
in general uses less than b 8
5
Lc colors.
key words: path coloring, wavelength routing, caterpillar
1. Introduction
The wavelength routing problem is, given a set of or-
dered pairs of nodes on a symmetric digraph, to con-
struct directed paths connecting the given pairs of
nodes and to assign the minimum number of colors to
the constructed paths so that no two paths sharing an
arc have the same color. The problem has applications
to efficient assignment of wavelengths to communica-
tions on WDM (wavelength division multiplexing) op-
tical networks. The problem has a variant called the
path coloring problem, in which directed paths instead
of ordered pairs of nodes are given as the input, i.e.,
the paths are predefined. The path coloring problem
is a natural formulation if the underlying graph of the
given graph is a tree because the path connecting a pair
of nodes is uniquely determined in a tree. In this pa-
per, we focus on the (directed) path coloring problem.
A survey on the wavelength routing problem and the
path coloring problem including some variants of these
problems, such as undirected versions of the problems,
can be found in, e.g., [3]. Every digraph considered here
is symmetric, and hence, can be determined uniquely
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from its underlying undirected graph. In what follows,
for an undirected graph G, the path coloring on the
symmetric digraph associated with G is also called the
path coloring on G for simplicity.
The path coloring problem has been studied ex-
tensively so far. The problem is NP-hard even if the
underlying graph G of the given digraph is restricted
to a binary tree [12][6], to a tree of depth 2 or 3 [12][6],
or to a ring [9]. Moreover, there exists no polynomial-
time algorithm with approximation ratio less than 4
3
even if G is restricted to a tree, unless P=NP [6]. How-
ever, it is known that if G is restricted to a path or to a
star, which is defined as a tree with a unique vertex of
degree more than 1, then there exists a path coloring
algorithm which uses L colors [2][10], where L is the
(edge) congestion of the given set P of directed paths.
It should be noted that L is a lower bound of the num-
ber of colors to be assigned to P . Therefore, the above
algorithms for paths and stars are optimal. For general
trees, Kaklamanis, Persiano, Erlebach, and Jansen [7]
gave a local greedy path coloring algorithm on trees with
at most d 5
3
Le colors. A local greedy path coloring algo-
rithm on a tree is an algorithm which colors the paths
in the order of the depth-first search on the tree with-
out information on unsearched arcs of the paths, and
never recolors the paths already colored. It is shown in
[11][7] that no local greedy path coloring algorithm on
trees in general uses less than b 5
3
Lc colors. As for the
general lower bound for trees, it is known that there
exist a binary tree with exactly two vertices of degree
3 and a set of directed paths on the tree such that at
least 5
4
L colors is necessary to color the paths [14]. A
probabilistic path coloring on binary trees was shown in
[1]. Other networks than trees, such as rings and trees
of rings, were investigated in, e.g., [16][15][13][4][5].
In this paper, we consider the path coloring prob-
lem on caterpillars, which are defined as trees whose
vertices of degree more than 1 are contained in a single
path. It is interesting to study the path coloring prob-
lem on caterpillars because caterpillars are the simplest
trees in the sense that they are close to, but differ-
ent from paths. Besides, the class of caterpillars con-
tains important classes of trees such as paths and stars,
for which optimal algorithms are known, and the tree
which gives the lower bound of 5
4
L. Therefore, con-
sidering the path coloring problem on caterpillars can
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Fig. 1 An example of a caterpillar.
be a fundamental step to close the gap between upper
and lower bounds in trees. Caterpillars are investigated
also in [8] for the minimum collisions path multicoloring
problem, which is another variant of the path coloring
problem.
In this paper, we show that the path coloring prob-
lem is NP-hard even if the underlying graph of the given
digraph is restricted to a binary caterpillar. Moreover,
we give an (essentially) local greedy polynomial time
path coloring algorithm on binary caterpillars with at
most d 8
5
Le colors. Furthermore, we show that no local
greedy path coloring algorithm on binary caterpillars
in general uses less than b 8
5
Lc colors.
The paper is organized as follows: Some defini-
tions are given in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we show the NP-
hardness of the path coloring problem on binary cater-
pillars. We give our path coloring algorithm for binary
caterpillars in Sect. 4. We show the lower bound for
local greedy path coloring algorithms on caterpillars in
Sect. 5. We conclude the paper with some remarks in
Sect. 6.
2. Preliminaries
The symmetric digraph D associated with an (undi-
rected) graph G is the graph obtained from G by re-
placing each edge e of G with two oppositely oriented
arcs with the same ends as e. G is called the underlying
graph of D. In what follows, we identify a graph with
its associated symmetric digraph for simplicity, i.e., we
regard an (undirected) edge (u, v) as a pair of arcs (u, v)
and (v, u), and vice versa.
A tree is said to be binary if its maximum vertex
degree is at most 3. A caterpillar is a tree whose vertices
of degree more than 1 are contained in a single path
(Fig. 1). A maximal path containing all the vertices of
degree more than 1 is called a spine.
Two or more directed paths are said to intersect
if all the paths share an arc. The (edge-)congestion of
a set P of directed paths is the maximum number of
intersecting paths of P . A path coloring, or simply, a
coloring of P is an assignment of colors to the paths
of P such that no two intersecting paths of P have the
same color.
3. NP-Hardness
In this section, we show the NP-hardness of the path







Fig. 2 An example of R and Q for an instance of Circular
Arc Coloring.
Theorem 1: The problem of determining, given a bi-
nary caterpillar G, a set P of directed paths on G, and
an integer k, whether P can be colored with at most k
colors is NP-complete.
The main idea of our proof is essentially same as
the proof of [6] for NP-hardness on binary trees. We
prove Theorem 1 by constructing a polynomial reduc-
tion from Circular Arc Coloring, which is known
to be NP-complete [9] and can be defined in the context
of the path coloring problem as follows:
Circular Arc Coloring
Instance A ring R with the vertex set {0, . . . , n− 1}
(n ≥ 3) and edge set
{(i, (i + 1) mod n) | 0 ≤ i < n}, a set Q of
directed paths consisting of arcs (i, (i + 1) mod n)
(0 ≤ i < n) on R, and an integer k ≤ |Q|.
Question Does there exist a coloring of Q with at
most k colors?
Figure 2 shows an example of R and Q.
3.1 Translation of Instance
For a ring R, a set Q of directed paths on R, and an
integer k ≤ |Q| given as an instance of Circular Arc
Coloring, we construct a binary caterpillar G and a
set P of directed paths on G as follows:
1. Suppose that Q = {Q0, . . . , Q|Q|−1} such that the
paths containing the arc (n − 1, 0) are Q0, . . . ,
Qr−1.
2. Let G be the caterpillar with the vertex set V and
edge set E defined as follows:
V ={u0, . . . , un−1} ∪ {s0, . . . , sr} ∪ {s
′
0, . . . , s
′
r}
∪ {t0, . . . , tr} ∪ {t
′
0, . . . , t
′
r},
E ={(ui, ui+1) | 0 ≤ i < n− 1}
∪ {(si, si+1) | 0 ≤ i < r} ∪ {(si, s
′
i) | 0 ≤ i ≤ r}
∪ {(ti, ti+1) | 0 ≤ i < r} ∪ {(ti, t
′
i) | 0 ≤ i ≤ r}
∪ {(un−1, sr), (u0, tr)}.
3. For r ≤ h < |Q|, let Ph be the directed path from
ui to uj on G, where i and j (i < j) are the end-
vertices of Qh.
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Fig. 3 G and P translated from the example of R and Q of Fig. 2 for the case that
k = 3, and Q0 and Q1 are the directed paths on R from 7 to 3 and from 5 to 0, respectively.
4. For 0 ≤ h < r, let P sh , Ph, and P
t
h be the directed







from t′h to ui, respectively, where i and j (i < j)
are the end-vertices of Qh. Moreover, let Bsh and
Bth be the sets of k − h − 1 directed paths on G
from s′h+1 to s
′





5. Let P = {Ph | 0 ≤ h < |Q|} ∪ {P sh | 0 ≤ h <







Figure 3 shows G and P translated from the ex-
ample of R and Q of Fig. 2.
3.2 Correspondence of Answers
We prove that Q can be colored with at most k colors
if and only if P can be colored with at most k colors.
The following lemma can be observed by the defi-
nitions of Q, G, and P :
Lemma 1: A pair of paths of P intersect if and only
if it is one of the following pairs of paths:
(a) Ph and Pl with r ≤ h < l < |Q| such that Qh and
Ql intersect.
(b) P sh and Pl, and/or P
t
h and Pl with 0 ≤ h < r ≤
l < |Q| such that Qh and Ql intersect.
(c) Two paths of P s0 , . . . , P
s
r−1.
(d) Two paths of P0, . . . , Pr−1.
(e) Two paths of P t0 , . . . , P
t
r−1.
(f) A path of P s0 , . . . , P
s
h and a path of B
s
h with 0 ≤
h < r.
(g) A path of P t0 , . . . , P
t
h and a path of B
t
h with 0 ≤
h < r.




h with 0 ≤ h < r.
2
Lemma 2: P can be colored with at most k colors if
Q can be colored with at most k colors.
Proof Assume that there exists a coloring of Q with
a set C of at most k colors. If |C| < k, then we add
dummy colors to C so that |C| = k. We define an
assignment of C to P as follows:
1. For r ≤ h < |Q|, assign the color of Qh to Ph.
2. For 0 ≤ h < r, assign the color of Qh to P sh , Ph,
and P th.
3. For 0 ≤ h < r, assign the distinct colors of C which
are not assigned to P0, . . . , Ph to the paths of Bsh
and to those of Bth.
Since |C| = k and |Bsh| = |B
t
h| = k − h − 1, it
should be noted that the assignment of 3 is well-defined.
Thus, it suffices to show that no two intersecting paths
of P have the same color. It follows from Lemma 1
that any pair of intersecting paths is one of the pairs in
(a) through (h) of Lemma 1. A pair in (a) or (b) has
distinct colors by the assignments of 1 and 2. A pair in
(c), (d), or (e) has distinct colors by the assignment of
2 and by the fact that Q0, . . . , Qr−1 intersect. A pair
in (f), (g), or (h) has distinct colors by the assignments
of 2 and 3. Thus, we have the lemma. 2
Lemma 3: If there exists a coloring of P with at most
k colors, then P sh , Ph, and P
t
h have the same color for
0 ≤ h < r.
Proof Assume that there exists a coloring of P with a
set C of at most k colors. We prove by induction on h
that P sh and Ph have the same color.
It follows from the definitions of G and P that P s0
and the paths of Bs0 intersect at (s1, s0) and that P0
and the paths of Bs0 intersect at (s
′
1, s1). Since |B
s
0| =
k − 1 and |C| = k, exactly one color of C which is not
assigned to a path of Bs0 can be assigned to P
s
0 and P0.
Thus, P s0 and P0 have the same color.
Assume that P sh′ and Ph′ have the same color for
h′ < h (0 < h < r). It follows from the definitions of G
and P that P s0 , . . . , P
s
h and the paths of B
s
h intersect
at (sh+1, sh) and that Ph and the paths of Bsh intersect
at (s′h+1, sh+1). Since |B
s
h| = k − h− 1, Ph has one of
the colors of P s0 , . . . , P
s
h . However, Ph cannot have the
colors of P s0 , . . . , P
s
h−1 because P0, . . . , Ph intersect by
the definitions of G and P , and P sh′ and Ph′ have the
same color for h′ < h by induction hypothesis. Thus,
P sh and Ph have the same color.
We can show by a similar argument that P th and
Ph have the same color for 0 ≤ h < r, and hence omit
the proof. 2
Lemma 4: Q can be colored with at most k colors if
P can be colored with at most k colors.
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Proof Assume that there exists a coloring of P with a
set C of at most k colors. We define the assignment of
C to Q so that Qh has the color of Ph for 0 ≤ h < |Q|.
The assignment is a coloring of Q because Ph and Pl
intersect if and only if Qh and Ql intersect for 0 ≤ h <
l < |Q| by Lemmas 1 and 3. 2
G has the size O(n + r) = O(n + |Q|), and P has
the size O(|Q| + r + kr) = O(|Q|2). Thus, we have
obtained a desired polynomial reduction by Lemmas 2
and 4. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
4. Path Coloring Algorithm
In this section, we show the following theorem by con-
structing a desired algorithm:
Theorem 2: There exists a polynomial time path col-
oring algorithm on caterpillars with at most d 8
5
Le col-
ors, where L is the congestion of a given set of directed
paths.
4.1 Definition
We describe our algorithm PC main, together with a
sub-routine Assign.
Assign(P ′, C ′)
Given a set P ′ of directed paths on G and a set C ′ of
colors, the algorithm Assign assigns distinct colors of
C ′ to paths of P ′ as follows:
• If |P ′| ≤ |C ′|, then arbitrarily selected |P ′| colors
of C ′ are assigned to all the paths of P ′.
• If |P ′| > |C ′|, then all the colors of C ′ are assigned
to arbitrarily selected |C ′| paths of P ′. (Not se-
lected paths of P ′ are left uncolored.)
PC main(G, P)
Given a binary caterpillar G and a set P of directed
paths on G, the algorithm PC main colors P as follows:
1. Suppose that the spine of G has vertices u0, . . . ,
un and edges (u0, u1), . . . , (un−1, un).
2. Let C be a set of d 8
5
Le colors, where L is the con-
gestion of P .
3. Let P be the set of paths of P with at least two
edges.
4. Execute the following steps for i = 0 to n− 1:
a. If i = 0, then let P3 = P4 = ∅. Otherwise, let
P3 and P4 be the sets of paths passing from
ui−1 to ui+1 and from ui+1 to ui−1, respec-
tively.
b. Let C3 and C4 be the sets of colors of P3 and
P4, respectively, and let C5 = C6 = ∅.
c. If ui is adjacent to a vertex v which is not con-







Fig. 4 Paths P1, . . . , P8 around ui.
tained in the spine, then execute the following
steps:
i. Let P1 and P2 be the sets of paths pass-
ing from ui−1 to v and from v to ui−1,
respectively.
ii. Let C1 and C2 be the sets of colors of P1
and P2, respectively.
iii. Let P5 and P6 be the sets of paths pass-
ing from ui+1 to v and from v to ui+1,
respectively.
iv. Execute Assign(P5, C3 − C4) and
Assign(P6, C4 − C3).
v. Let P ′5 and P
′
6 be the sets of the uncolored
paths of P5 and P6, respectively.





1≤j≤4 Cj |} colors of C −
⋃
1≤j≤4 Cj .






viii. Let P ′′5 and P
′′
6 be the sets of the un-
colored paths of P ′5 and P
′
6, and exe-
cute Assign(P ′′5 , C2 −
⋃
j=1,3,4 Cj) and
Assign(P ′′6 , C1 −
⋃
j=2,3,4 Cj).
ix. Let C5 and C6 be the set of colors of P5
and P6, respectively.
d. Let C ′78 ⊇
⋃
3≤j≤6 Cj be a set of
max{L, |
⋃
3≤j≤6 Cj |} colors of C.
e. For the set P7 of paths of P which start at ui
and contain ui+1, execute Assign(P7, C ′78 −
(C3∪C6)). Similarly, for the set P8 of paths of
P which end at ui and contain ui+1, execute
Assign(P8, C ′78 − (C4 ∪ C5)).
5. For each P ∈ P − P, assign P a color c of C
which has not been assigned to the paths inter-
secting with P .
Figure 4 shows the paths P1, . . . , P8 around ui.
Our algorithm can be clearly executed in polynomial
time.
4.2 Correctness
To prove Theorem 2, it suffices to show that PC main is
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well-defined, i.e., all the paths of P are assigned colors
of C so that no two intersecting paths have the same




Lemma 5: For 1 ≤ i < n, if
⋃
1≤j≤4 Pj has been col-
ored with at most 6
5
L colors so far, then Step 4 assigns
all the paths of P5 and P6 distinct colors of C−(C1∪C4)
and C − (C2 ∪ C3), respectively.
Proof We can observe by the definition of Step 4 that
P5 has colors of C − (C1 ∪ C4) and that all the colors
of C− (C1∪C4) are assigned to P5 while the uncolored
paths of P5 remain in Step 4(c)viii. Similarly P6 has
colors of C − (C2 ∪ C3) and that all the colors of C −
(C2 ∪C3) are assigned to P6 while the uncolored paths
of P6 remain in Step 4(c)viii. Thus, it suffices to show
that |P5| ≤ |C − (C1 ∪C4)| and |P6| ≤ |C − (C2 ∪C3)|.
Since the paths of P1 ∪ P5 intersect and so do
the paths of P4 ∪ P5, we have that |P5| ≤ L −






. Moreover, |C1 ∪ C4| ≤ |
⋃













L ≥ 0. The proof of |C−(C2∪C3)|−|P6| ≥
0 can be accomplished by a similar argument, and is
omitted. 2
Lemma 6: For 1 ≤ i < n, if
⋃
1≤j≤4 Pj has been col-
ored with at most 6
5
L colors so far, then Step 4 assigns
P5 and P6 colors so that |
⋃




Proof Let C45 = C4 ∪ C5 and C36 = C3 ∪ C6. Since
the paths of P4 ∪ P5 intersect and so do the paths of
P3 ∪ P6, it follows that |C45| ≤ L and |C36| ≤ L.
We first consider the case that P ′5 = P
′
6 = ∅. Then
all the paths of P5 ∪ P6 obtain colors in Step 4(c)iv.
Thus, we have by the definition of Step 4(c)iv that
C45 ⊆ (C3 − C4) ∪ C4 = C3 ∪ C4 and C36 ⊆ (C4 −
C3)∪C3 = C3∪C4. Moreover, we have by the assump-
tion of the lemma that |
⋃




it follows that |
⋃
3≤j≤6 Cj | = |C45 ∪C36| ≤ |C3∪C4| ≤
|
⋃









and |P ′′6 | = ∅. Then there exists a path of P5 obtaining
a color in Step 4(c)vii, and no path of P6 obtains a
color in Step 4(c)viii. Since |P ′5| ≥ |P
′
6|, we have that
C45 ⊇ (C3 − C4) ∪ C4 ∪ C ′56 = C3 ∪ C4 ∪ C
′
56 and that
C6 ⊆ (C4 − C3) ∪ C ′56 ⊆ C45. Thus, it follows that
|
⋃









and |P ′′5 | = ∅ can be accomplished by a similar ar-
gument as that for the previous case, and is omit-
ted. Thus, it remains to prove the lemma for the
case that P ′′5 6= ∅ and P
′′
6 6= ∅. Then there exist a
path of P5 and a path of P6 which obtain colors in
Step 4(c)viii. Step 4 assigns colors to all the paths
of P5 ∪ P6 by Lemma 5. Thus, it follows from the
definitions of Steps 4(c)iv, 4(c)vii, and 4(c)viii that
|
⋃




5 | + |P
′′
6 | =





























1≤j≤4 Cj | <
6
5




















Lemma 7: For 0 ≤ i < n, if
⋃
3≤j≤6 Pj has been
colored with at most 6
5
L colors so far, then Step 4e
assigns all the paths of P7 and P8 distinct colors of
C − (C3 ∪C6) and C − (C4 ∪C5), respectively, so that
|
⋃




Proof We can observe by the definitions of C ′78 and
Step 4e that P7 has colors of C ′78 − (C3 ∪ C6) ⊆
C − (C3 ∪ C6). Since the paths of P3 ∪ P6 ∪ P7 in-
tersect, |P3 ∪ P6 ∪ P7| ≤ L. Moreover, |C ′78| ≥ L by
definition. Thus, Step 4e assigns all the paths of P7 dis-





by definition, we have that
⋃
3≤j≤7 Cj ⊆ C
′
78. We
can also show by a similar argument that Step 4e
assigns all the paths distinct colors of C ′78 − (C4 ∪
C5) ⊆ C − (C4 ∪ C5) and that C8 ∪
⋃
3≤j≤6 Cj ⊆ C
′
78.
Since |C ′78| ≤ max{L, |
⋃




tion and by the assumption of the lemma, we have that
|
⋃






Lemma 8: Step 4 colors P .
Proof For every path P ∈ P, there exists a unique
integer i with 0 ≤ i < n such that P ∈
⋃
5≤j≤8 Pj . Let
iP denote such i for P . To prove the lemma, we show
by induction on i that for 0 ≤ i < n, Step 4 assigns
every path P ∈ P with iP ≤ i a color which is not
assigned to a path P ′ ∈ P with iP ′ ≤ i intersecting
with P , so that |
⋃




We first assume that i = 0. Since the spine is
a maximal path, every path P ∈ P with iP = 0 is
contained in P7∪P8. Moreover, no pair of a path of P7
and a path of P8 intersect since G has no cycle. Thus,
by Lemma 7, every path P ∈ P with iP = 0 obtains
a color which is not assigned to a path P ′ ∈ P with
iP ′ = 0 intersecting with P , so that |
⋃




We next assume that i > 0 and that every path
P ∈ P with iP < i has obtained a color which is
not assigned to a path P ′ ∈ P with iP ′ < i inter-
secting with P , so that |
⋃
3≤j≤8 Cj | ≤
6
5
L for i − 1,
which means |
⋃
1≤j≤4 Cj | ≤
6
5
L for i. By induc-
tion hypothesis and by Lemmas 5, 6, and 7, every
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path P ∈ P with iP = i obtains a color so that
|
⋃
3≤j≤8 Cj | ≤
6
5
L for i. Let P, P ′ ∈ P be intersect-
ing paths with iP ′ ≤ iP = i. It should be noted that
P ∈
⋃
5≤j≤8 Pj and P
′ ∈
⋃
1≤j≤8 Pj . If P ∈ P5 ∪ P6
and P ′ 6∈ P7 ∪ P8 then P and P
′ have distinct colors
by induction hypothesis and by Lemma 5. If P and/or
P ′ is contained in P7∪P8, then P and P ′ have distinct
colors by induction hypothesis and by Lemma 7.
Therefore, we have the lemma. 2
Lemma 9: Step 5 colors P−P so that any P ∈ P−P
has a color assigned to no paths intersecting with P .
Proof Since any path P ∈ P − P consists of a single
edge, there exist at most L− 1 paths intersecting with
P . Thus, there exists a color in C which is not assigned
to a path intersecting with P , and hence Step 5 colors
P − P as desired. 2
By Lemmas 8 and 9, our algorithm PC main colors
P with at most d 8
5
Le colors. Therefore, the proof of
Theorem 2 is completed.
5. Lower Bound
A local greedy path coloring algorithm on a tree is an
algorithm which colors the paths in the order of the
depth-first search on the tree without information on
unsearched arcs of the paths, and never recolors the
paths already colored. Thus, our path coloring algo-
rithm given in Sect. 4 is local greedy if all the given
paths have length at least 2. However, the paths of
length 1 are not essential because, after all the paths
of length at least 2 were colored with a color set C by
any algorithm, the paths of length 1 can be colored by
a straightforward algorithm with max{L, |C|} colors in
total, where L is the congestion of the given paths. In
fact our lower bound given below still holds even if the
given paths are restricted to have length at least 2.
In this section, we show that no local greedy path
coloring algorithm on binary caterpillars in general uses
less than b 8
5
Lc colors. We show this by proving the
following theorem:
Theorem 3: For any local greedy path coloring algo-
rithm on caterpillars, there exist a binary caterpillar G
and a set P of directed paths on G such that the algo-
rithm requires at least b 8
5
Lc colors to color P , where L
is the congestion of P .
We prove the theorem by contradiction, i.e., we
assume that there exists a local greedy path coloring
algorithm A on caterpillars with at most b 8
5
Lc−1 colors
for a given set of directed paths with congestion L on
the caterpillars, and construct a caterpillar G and a set
P of directed paths with congestion L on G such that
A cannot color P with less than b 8
5
Lc colors.
Since A is local greedy and G is a caterpillar, at
whichever vertex A begins the depth-first search on G,
the search and hence the path coloring proceeds along
the spine of G. Thus, we may assume without loss of
generality that the path coloring of A begins at the end-
vertex of the spine. Moreover, since A assigns colors to
paths without information on unsearched arcs of the
paths, we can construct P just like an online game be-
tween an online algorithm and an adversary, i.e., we can
determine the structure of the paths passing through a
vertex on the spine after A assigned colors to the newly
found paths at the previous vertex on the spine.
Lemma 10: Let PA and PB be two colored sets of
L directed paths passing arcs (u, v) and (v, u), respec-
tively. If the total number of colors of paths of PA∪PB
is βL (1 ≤ β ≤ 2), then there exist two sets P ′A ⊆ PA
and P ′B ⊆ PB of b
βL
2
c paths such that the paths of
P ′A ∪ P
′
B have distinct colors.
Proof Let CA and CB be the sets of colors of PA and
PB , respectively. Since |PA| = |PB | = L, it follows that
|CA∩CB | = |CA|+ |CB |−|CA∪CB | = (2−β)L. Thus,
there exist two disjoint sets C ′A and C
′




colors of CA ∩ CB . We define P ′A and P
′
B as follows:
• P ′A is the set of paths of PA with colors of (CA −
CB) ∪ C ′A.
• P ′B is the set of paths of PB with colors of (CB −
CA) ∪ C ′B .
We can observe by definition that the colors of the paths
P ′A ∪ P
′
B are distinct. Moreover, we have by definition
that |P ′A| = |(CA − CB) ∪ C
′
A| = |CA| − |CA ∩ CB | +






|P ′B | = |(CB −CA)∪C
′
B | = |CB | − |CA ∩CB |+ |C
′
B | =





Lemma 11: Let PA and PB be two colored sets of
L directed paths passing arcs (u, v) and (v, u), respec-
tively. If the total number of colors of paths of PA∪PB
is βL (1 ≤ β < 3
2
), then there exist four disjoint sets




paths such that the paths of P1 ∪P2 ∪P3 have distinct
colors and that P3 and P4 have the same color set.
Proof Let CA and CB be the sets of colors of PA and
PB , respectively. As shown in the proof of Lemma 10,
it follows that |CA ∩CB | = (2−β)L. Thus, there exist
two disjoint sets C ′A and C
′




CA ∩ CB . We define P1, . . . , P4 as follows:
• P1 is the set of paths of PA with colors of (CA −
CB) ∪ C ′A.
• P2 is the set of paths of PB with colors of (CB −
CA) ∪ C ′B .
• P3 and P4 are the sets of b
βL
3
c paths of PA and
PB , respectively, with the same colors of (CA ∩
CB)− (C ′A ∪ C
′
B).
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We can observe by definition that P1, . . . , P4 are dis-
joint sets with P1∪P3 ⊆ PA and P2∪P4 ⊆ PB ; that the
paths of P1 ∪P2 ∪P3 have distinct colors; and that P3
and P4 have the same color set. Moreover, we have by
definition that |P1| = |(CA−CB)∪C ′A| = |CA|− |CA ∩
CB | + |C
′






|P2| = |(CB −CA) ∪ C ′B | = |CB | − |CA ∩CB |+ |C
′
B | =




c; and that the












Let n and L be positive integers with L ≤ ( 3
2
)n−1









. Let G be a caterpillar consist-
ing of the spine with vertices u0, . . . , un+2 and edges
(u0, u1), . . . , (un+1, un+2), and of vertices v1, . . . , vn+1
and edges (u1, v1), . . . , (un+1, vn+1).
Lemma 12: There exists a set P ′ of directed paths
with congestion L on G′ such that A assigns at least
6
5
L colors to the set of 2L paths of P ′ passing the edge
(un, un+1), where G
′ is the subgraph of G induced by
{u0, . . . , un+1} ∪ {v1, . . . , vn}.
Proof We construct P ′ according to A’s coloring as
follows:
1. Let PA and PB be the sets of L paths which start
and end, respectively, at u0.
2. Suppose that A assigns β1L (β1 ≥ 1) colors to
PA ∪ PB .
3. Execute the following steps for i = 1 to n:
a. If βi ≥
6
5
, then extend the paths of PA ∪ PB
to un, and quit the procedure.
b. By using Lemma 11, choose four disjoint sets
P1 ⊆ PA, P2 ⊆ PB , P3 ⊆ PA, and P4 ⊆ PB
of αiL ≡ b
βi
3
Lc paths such that C1, C2, and
C3 are disjoint and that C3 = C4, where Cj is
the set of colors of Pj for 1 ≤ j ≤ 4.
c. Extend the paths of P1 ∪ P2 to vi and the
paths of P3 ∪ P4 to ui+1.
d. Add sets P5 and P6 of (1−αi)L paths passing
from ui+1 to vi and from vi to ui+1, respec-
tively.
e. Let PA = P3 ∪ P6 and PB = P4 ∪ P5.
f. Suppose that A assigns βi+1L colors to PA ∪
PB .
Figure 5 shows the paths P1, . . . , P6 around ui.




the lemma is immediate. Thus, we assume that βi <
6
5
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since the paths of
P1 ∪ P5 intersect and so do the paths of P4 ∪ P5, each
path of P5 has a color either of C2 or not of
⋃
1≤j≤4 Cj .
Let C ′2 ⊆ C2 be the set of colors assigned to P5, and
let C5 be the set of colors assigned to P5 but not to⋃
1≤j≤4 Pj . Similarly, let C
′
1 ⊆ C1 be the set of colors










color set / # of paths
vi

















, and PC around un+1.
assigned to P6, and let C6 be the set of colors assigned
to P6 but not to
⋃
1≤j≤4 Pj .
Since A uses at most b 8
5
Lc−1 colors, we have that
|C1|+ |C2|+ |C3|+ |C5 ∪C6| ≤ b
8
5
Lc − 1, which yields
|C5 ∪ C6| ≤ b
8
5
Lc − 3αiL − 1. Thus, it follows that
βi+1L = |C ′1|+ |C
′
2|+ |C3|+ |C5 ∪C6| = (|C
′
1|+ |C3|+
















. Therefore, we have








with β1 ≥ 1,














Lemma 13: There exists a set P of directed paths
with congestion L on G such that A cannot color P
with less than b 8
5
Lc colors.
Proof We construct P according to A’s coloring as fol-
lows:
1. Construct P ′ as defined in the proof of Lemma 12.
Suppose that PA and PB are the sets of L paths
passing from un to un+1 and from un+1 to un,




2. By using Lemma 10, choose two sets P ′A ⊆ PA
and P ′B ⊆ PB of b
βL
2
c paths such that the paths
of P ′A ∪ P
′
B have distinct colors.
3. Extend the paths of P ′A to vn+1 and the paths of
P ′B to un+2.
4. Add a set PC of L−b
βL
2
c paths passing from un+2
to vn+1.
Figure 6 shows the paths P ′A, P
′
B, and PC around
un+1. Since the paths of P ′A∪PC intersect and so do the
8
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paths of P ′B∪PC , no path of PC has a color assigned to
P ′A∪P
′
B . Thus, the number of colors necessary to color
P is at least |P ′A|+ |P
′
B|+ |PC | = L+b
βL
2
c ≥ b 8
5
Lc. 2
By Lemma 13, the proof of Theorem 3 is com-
pleted.
6. Concluding Remarks
A generalized caterpillar is a tree whose vertices of
degree more than 2 are contained in a single path.
Our results also hold for generalized binary caterpil-
lars. Theorems 1 and 3 imply the complexity and the
lower bound on generalized caterpillars. A path color-
ing algorithm on generalized binary caterpillars can be
obtained by applying our algorithm to the given paths
containing a vertex of the spine of a given generalized
caterpillar, then coloring the uncolored paths in a sim-
ple greedy fashion. This algorithm clearly uses at most
d 8
5
Le colors, where L is the congestion of the given set
of paths.
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